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Xavier Aristidou français, téléchargement de «Fry and the Slurm Factory» avant-première, has
written for EDGE, which is a daily newspaper in Greece. He graduated in Sociology in the University

of Piraeus in 1995, where he is still currently. He was also a faculty member at the University of
Piraeus. He wrote his first book, titled "Europa no Kalytera" (Popular Music Magazine), in Greece in

2000. Since then, he has published two different books and three different newspapers. Last year, he
published his last book, titled "Fry and the Slurm Factory" with the publishers Camilleros, Greece.
The book is a sequel to the popular comedy drama movie, "Fry and the Slurm Factory", which he

wrote the screenplay for the movie. From 2007 till now, he continues as a columnist for the
newspaper, EDGE. He also writes for the radio station, Athens 98 FM, where he presents an odd

humor show named, "Dimitrios Michalidis Hour". He also gives a show, called, "Laughing and Crying"
every Thursday at 10:00 p.m. on the television station, Rotimi. He used to appear as a guest on the
radio station, "Proto Thema" every Thursday and also every Tuesday at 8:00 p.m. The next book,

"Ikarianos kai oi agrestoi" ("The ikarians and the roots") came out in 2008. It's about the genealogies
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of the ikarian and Romanian communities, in the mountains of Greece. His book, "Topia tis keras apo
tin kardias kai apo tin se agapis" (A book full of screams and soft-words) is a mixture of the titles for
the two books that he wrote. It's about an ignorant boy, who wants to learn how to drive. The book
went to be published in June 2010, so it was released in 2013. He is currently working on his third
and last book, which is about the life of the writer, Sotiris Ioannou. It is called, "Koi tis hreuptour i

proThexoi sou pane oi krisi" (Whoever has a free time, they will tell a sad story). All of his books have
been published with 6d1f23a050
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